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1. Background story
Digital coins were all but non-existent until 2009 when Bitcoin first presented from seemingly nowhere. It
also drove blockchain technology into focus, leading a true revolution into the digital world; People
designed cryptocurrencies as a digital system to directly move information among members, through a
completely decentralized network of computers or other mobile devices. Verifying the cryptographic
information is considered as mining, and miners after finishing their work with receive a unit of coins. The
system working flow is mainly based on verifying information included a block and adding such blocks to
a chain of blocks (we can call it the blockchain). It is the core factor to ensure that information is distributed
in a decentralized network. This also means that coins transfers take place instantly on a peer-to-peer
principle - from one user to another - without the authority of any banks, financial central, card offering
companies, or payment institution, etc.

2. Team Goal
At a very early stage, we have set our mission on developing GMC Coin into a globally recognized
cryptocurrency. GMC Coin aims to be accepted by twenty of thousands of merchants - products and
services supplier varying from regions to regions at an international level. It’s our vision that GMC Coin
will be supported by a fast-growing number of users. We are all taking great effort in significantly rocketing
its price on open exchanges. Based on the decentralized nature of GMC Coin mining, we can hold all of
the developmental work on the blockchain, the wallet and the explorer continuously under tight control.
Users can be safely store GMC Coin in their wallets built for the cloud, Android, Linux and PC and transfer
directly to any other ones instantly at virtually cost-free - without bank procedures.

3. What is GMC Coin ?
GMC Coin is an advanced cryptocurrency which could enable users to approach a simpler, safer and
faster transaction method. People from all fields of business can take advantage of GMC Coin for their
own sake. You can use GMC Coin, of course, to transfer money, to buy and sell goods and services from
all corners of the world.
GMC Coin is a modern alternative using a X11 encryption that is not dependent on the current banking
system and has its own value. There are 3.0 billion of GMC Coin available for user. Over 70 000 people
are going to use this type of digital cash and most of them reside in Asia. Then, we are working to expand
GMC Coin to worldwide users and do more research on how to increase our maximum block size in order
to avoid future issues like hard forking of SegWit.
GMC Coin is a high-quality digital cash which is developed by R&G GmbH. Mining technology employs
the X11 Proof-ofWork (POW). GMC Coin represent for our ambition of growing the foundation of a new,
global digital cash-based economic system. Members of this system may earn, spend and trade GMC
Coin for increasing benefit.
GMC Specification
•
•
•

Coin Type: POW/POS HYBRID
Algorithm: X11
Name: GMC Coin
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coin Abbreviation: GMC
Maximum coin supply: 72,245,700
Premine: 30,000,000
POW block reward: 30 GMC
Time between reward: 120 Seconds
Minimum stake age: 30 days
Maximum stake age: 90 days
POS Yearly interest: 18%

4. Core Features
Lending
GMC lending is digital currency lending approach where a user can lend GMC for a certain period of time
by agreeing on the loan contract. Upon expiration or termination of the stage, GMC will return
cryptocurrency with monthly/annual % rate on top of it.
Staking
Staking is the process when you use your wallet to validate transactions and get awards with GMC. In
staking period, your wallet is checking transactions to assure that everyone sending GMC actually owned
those coins and have the right to transfer them. If almost of the wallets online agree that a transaction is
valid, later it can be accepted by the network.
Trading
GMC trading is developed to make exchanges of coin built possible for counterparties using the GMC
level of quality without the assistance of a centralized exchange. Users can create and cryptographically
sign and share orders using a variety of off-chain communication practice and carry out the trades
directly on the blockchain.
Mining
Mining is used a tool of work for users in the blockchain. Each participating node try to ‘mine’ the block
(an algorithm that is in need of extraordinary CPU ability) after a block of transactions is to be approved.
Then, your completed blockchain mining will be rewarded with an amount of GMC.

5. GMC Roadmap
We all know from where and when we go.
Each footprint in the roadmap illustrates our promises to make sure that everything would be finished
completely at the committed time, so that we can successfully bring the GMC platforms to its members
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for doing their business, their money transaction or investment. This roadmap would present to you the
most user friendly way to use GMC Coin.

6. Our Program
6.1

GMC mining

Under the mining program, we can follow the 3 steps below to earn interest:
•
•
•

Step 1: You can mine GMC with CPU/GPU
Step 2: For mining GMC, download miner
Step 3: Start mining GMC

With each block you mined you will get 40 GMC, you can decide to solo mining or pool mining, for more
pool mining information, please reach us at website: gmcexchange.com

6.2
•
•
•

GMC Trading

Step 1: Deposit BTC or ETH
Step 2: Buying GMC
Step 3: Trading, buying and selling GMC

Price fluctuation makes it possible for you to earn profit when trading, buying at low price and selling at
better price.
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6.3

GMC Staking

Follow 3 steps instructed below:
Step 1: Deposit BTC or ETH in GMC in [web]
Step 2: Buy GMC on GMC Exchange and download the Desktop Wallet
Step 3: Stake GMC
Hold you GMC minimum for 15 days to start earning Staking interest.

6.4

Lending program

Why GMC is your best investment ever?
GMC An advanced solution for global money transaction and payment.
Demand is always high and with our lending program, needs for GMC is rapidly on the rise, which allows
a more opportunities for GMC price significant increase.
A strong community of GMC users and investors.
PR, marketing strategies are continuously improved to maximize GMC brand equity
The current price is fairly low compared to its potential growth in the short run
GMC Lending
•
•
•

Step 1: Deposit BTC or ETH
Step 2: Purchase GMC
Step 3: Lend GMC

Lending Program guarantees your stable and regular profit despite any price fluctuation, monthly profit
up to 45%, this is your great choice to achieve financial security.
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We offer the Lending program as below:
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7. Leading Team
We are a cross functional and full stack founding team led by successful entrepreneurs who built their companies
from scratch.
Rusty Palmer
CEO
I have had a background in team leadership and I have worked many corporate
jobs where I just didn't seem to fit in. The businesses I worked for always wanted
to box me in as I was trying to build myself. Corporations only want you to be
content with slightly better than minimum wages, and poor conditions... I have a
passion for San Bernardino, arts andusic, team building, leadership. I want to build
here in San Bernardino a community of value and sharing and the truth is what
we really need to do is come together as a community and build together.

Erik Lemus
Executive Program Director
Carrick has been working in the corner of education and content development for
more than ten years. His clients are mainly Customer Service and IT Enterprises.
He has three years of experience in developing digital cash and related projects.
Carrick had a great passion for his job and the ambition of building a world-class
digital casAs Executive Program director, Erik has developed his career through
serving unique community organizations. Erick received a B.A in Psychology from
California State University, San Bernardino in 2011. With the help of Community leaders and His extensive
work in community development. Erik has lived in countries such as Mexico, Europe and Australia and has
gained international stature in community development.

Cesar Gomez
COO
As the COO of “The Revolve Project”, I have the vision, experience and network
to make almost anything happen in order to make the project a success. The
leadership that will be needed to help facilitate all of the different areas that we
will be managing is something I’m sure I will be able to provide. The success of
the project will depend on how well we work together in teams and how well we
can solve problems. Having an open mind and knowing that anything is possible
is the spirit of the business. I hope that this can also be mirrored in the community and with student
involvement.
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Michael Diaz
Executive Marketing Director
Michael Diaz graduated from California State University, San Bernardino with a
Bachelor’s Degree in Advertising Management in December of 2012. Despite
his major focusing exclusively on advertising, Michael has the better part of a
decade’s experience in graphic design, photo manipulation, video editing, audio
editing, social media management and web design. He applies his skills to
where it’s needed in his ever growing effort to make the world a little better than
it was the day before.

David Smit
Software Engineer
David earned a B.S in Computer Engineering at Cal State University, San
Bernardino.(CSUSB) He has worked on several projects while a student at
CSUSB. He was part of a team that created automated tests for a circuit board
vital to the safety of proton therapy. David continued to executed and recorded
tests on cancer treatment software.In addition, he designed and built a Bluetooth
controlled vehicle. I am currently a Junior Applications Engineer at Taiwan
Semiconductors auto ID Technology America.

Thank for your belief and interest on us!
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